June
- Begin accelerated collective impact plan
- Cross planning of the pillar work, with the City's internal RAPHC work
- Selection of 1st population indicator within each pillar and begin plan development
- Onboarding of the Project Manager
- Recruitment of 3 community members

May
- Introduction of accelerated plan to the Steering Committee
- Approval of plan by the Mayor
- Begin accelerated collective impact plan
- Cross planning of the pillar work, with the City's internal RAPHC work
- Selection of 1st population indicator within each pillar and begin plan development
- Onboarding of the Project Manager
- Recruitment of 3 community members

June
- Select 2nd population indicator within each pillar and begin plan development

July
- Select 3rd population indicator within each pillar and begin plan development
- Review intersections of population indicators across all pillars

August
- Draft plans for each population indicator
- Draft product: Scorecards developed for each plan
- Begin to engage partners to develop a unified system for tracking the progress of moving from the current state to the desired state.

September
- Development of a community report based on the pillar work

October
- Community Town Hall to present report on RAPHC-C and the pillar work